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Menu du jour 
n  Interested parties and collaborations 
n  Validation schemes 

n  Part A. Validation against recorded ground motions  
n  Correction of recorded response spectra to rock site Selection of 

events and recordings 
n  conditions 
n  Validation criteria  

n  Part B. Validation against GMPEs 



Interested parties and collaborations 
n  Utilities in the SWUS project  

n  Selection of events and stations 

n  NGA-East (PEER) 
n  NGA-East: Develop hazard models for Central and 

Eastern North America 
n  Sparse recorded dataset, need to use simulations to fill 

in the M-R gap 
n  Went through similar exercise last year, contributing 

lessons learned to this project 
n  NGA-West3 (PEER) 

n  Made extensive use of simulations in NGA-West 1 and 2, 
planning to expand for next revision 

n  Provide expertise on validation against GMPEs  
n  Provide site correction factors 

Last 2: part of evaluation committee consisting mostly of SCEC scientists 



Lessons learned – NGA-East validation 
n  Need clear documentation of fixed and optimized 

parameters from modelers for each region 
n  Provide source information so it is consistent 

between methods 
n  Provide a unique definition of crustal structure to 

be used by all groups (Vs, Q) 
n  Consider multiple realizations 
n  Run simulations for reference site conditions – 

correct data with empirical site factors 
n  Provide uniform orientation of motions 
n  Make all validation metrics and plots in uniform 

units/format 
n  Streamline the process to allow fast feedback to 

modelers 



Validation schemes 
n  Key focus: 5% damped elastic PSa 

 (f=0.1-100 Hz/ T=0.01-10 s) 
n  A. Validation against recorded ground 

motions 
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Correction of recorded Sa to ref. 
conditions 
Input = Region, VsRef, VS30, Z1.0, 
Output = Amp. Factor 
n  Site effects (Stewart and Seyhan, UCLA) 

n  Flin: Linear site response term, captures Vs30 scaling 
n  Fnl: Nonlinear term (Chiou and Youngs 2008 functional form), 

term modifies the site amplification relative to Flin 
n  Fbasin: Depth of sediments (Basin) term (CY08) 

 

n  Combined model 

 
 
n  Corrected Sa 

AFsite =1/ exp(ln Flin( )+ ln Fnl( )+ ln Fbasin( ))

SaRef = AFsiteSaObs



Site effects correction example 



Events selection 
n  > 20 Many events for stability of results  
n  > 40 records available 
n  Cover a good range of sources (M, 

geometry) 
n  Cover different regions  

n  Verify transportability of methodologies 
n  Better understand differences in scaling 
n  Expand usable dataset? 





Stations selection 
n  Capture finite-fault effects and evaluate 

attenuation 
n  Vs30>=300 m/s to improve reliability of 

empirical site corrections 
n  Select 40 stations for statistical 

significance (when available) 



Stations selection (cnt’d) 
n  For 3 selected IMs: PGA, Sa(0.2s) and Sa

(1.0s) 
n  Simple regression model developed for all 

stations (full set) 
n  Define 4 equal distance bins (log space) and 

randomly sample 10 stations from each bin, 
close-in stations selected a-priori 

n  Random subsets generated (~1000-10000), 
subset model developed for each 

n  Select subset that minimizes the least-square 
differences with full set: smallest mean bias 
and similar standard deviation 



Functional Form 
Ln(SA) = c1 + c2*ln(R+X) + c4*R + c5*ln

(Vs30/500) 
 

n  c4 (gamma): constrained to be <= 0 
n  c5: population c5 term constrained to 

equal c5 from the full dataset for each  
earthquake 

n  Fictitious Depth (R + X):  
n  X=2 for Japanese earthquakes. 
n  X=5 for the other earthquakes in the        

dataset. 
 
 
 







Evaluation Criteria 
n  Qualitative evaluation of velocity time series and 

Husid plot based on Arias intensity 



Evaluation Criteria 
n  Goodness-of-fit 

measures for Sa 
and PGA 
n  GOF with T at 

each station 
n  Average GOF with 

T for all stations 
within an event 

n  GOF with distance 
for each event for 
a subset of T 



Evaluation Criteria 
n  Other measures may be considered 
n  “Verdict” for each methodology 

n  Applicable in a given region? 
n  Applicable for certain bandwidth? 
n  Needs refinement? 



Validation schemes 
n  Key focus: 5% damped elastic Psa (0.1 to 

100 Hz) 
n  A. Validation against recorded ground 

motions (time series) 
n  Also check against GMPEs – is there a benefit 

to use FF params Vs. strike, dip, distance? 
n  B. Validation against GMPE prediction for 

generic scenarios 
n  2-4 scenarios in well constrained range of 

GMPEs (Mw~6.5-7.0, R~15-40 km) 
n  Use as a check for forward simulations (e.g. 

development of inputs for new scenarios) 



Next step? 
n  Great forward simulations for all! 

Thank you! 
n  J. Stewart and E. Seyhan, UCLA 
n  K, Wooddell and N. Abrahamson, PG&E 
n  P. Maechling and F. Silva, SCEC BBP 

n  NGA-East simulations working group/current 
SCEC modelers: J. Anderson, G. Atkison, R. 
Archuleta, M. Chapman, R. Graves, K. Olsen, P. 
Somerville, W. Silva, Y. Zeng and their hard 
working students and collaborators… 





Correction of recorded Sa to ref. 
condition 
Input = Region, VsRef, VS30, Z1.0, 
Output = Amp. Factor 
n  Site effects (Stewart and Seyhan, UCLA) 

n  Linear site response term, captures Vs30 scaling 

 

n  Nonlinear term (Chiou and Youngs 2008 functional 
form), term modifies the site amplification relative to Flin 
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n  Depth of sediments (Basin) term (CY08) 
 

 

n  Combined model 
 
 
 
n  Corrected Sa 
 

AFsite =1/ exp(ln Flin( )+ ln Fnl( )+ ln Fbasin( ))

ln Fbasin( ) =

Correction of recorded Sa to ref. 
condition 

SaRef = AFsiteSaObs



Validation – summary 
n  Validation Requirements 

n  Elastic spectral values (5% damping, 0.1 to 
100 Hz) 

n  Part A:  Comparison with past Earthquakes 
n  20 active crustal region earthquakes 
n  3 EUS earthquakes 

n  Part B: Comparison with Empirical GMPEs 
n  2-4 scenarios (e.g M6.5, R15 km;  M6.5, R40 km) 
n  Rock site conditions 

n  Joining existing SCEC GMSV technical 
activity group 



PEER contributions 
n  Planning and set-up (re – lessons learned) 
n  Time series selection for CENA scenarios 
n  Participation in definition of engineering 

validation criteria to account for 
n  SWUS needs  
n  NGA-East needs 
n  NGA-West3 needs 

n  Pipeline guidance for SCEC IT (input/
output format and required computations) 

n  Participation in validation evaluation 
committee (details TBD) 



Functional Form 
Ln(SA) = c1 + c2*ln(R+X) + c4*R + c5*ln

(Vs30/500) 
 

c4 (gamma):  constrained to be <= 0 
c5: population c5 term constrained to equal 
c5 from the full dataset for each  earthquake 
Fictitious Depth (R + X):  X=2 for Japanese 
earthquakes.         

     X=5 for the other earthquakes  
           in the 

dataset. 
 
 
 



Comparing Data Fits 
For each spectral period (PGA, T=0.2 sec, 
T=2.0 sec): 
 
residual = Sample Prediction(i) - Full 
Prediction(i)  

residsumSA = sum(residual(i)2 + (abs(σfull-
σpredicted))*1.5) 
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Site effects correction 


